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Young readers learn all about insects in this new Pre-reader from National Geographic Kids. Through text features such
as a vocabulary tree and wrap-up activity, kids will be introduced to vocabulary in concept groups, helping them make
connections between words and expand their understanding of the world. Along with brilliant photos and a fun approach
to reading, National Geographic Readers are a winning formula with kids, parents, and educators.
Get curious about creepy, crawly, and cool bugs Crawl inside the weird world of bugs and discover the fascinating lives
of arthropods, insects, and arachnids. This book for kids ages 5 to 7 explains what makes a bug a bug--from their jointed
legs to their strange eyes and awkward antennas. Learn how they see, breathe, and fly, and which bugs don't fly at all.
Meet amazing bugs--from magnificent moths to peculiar pill bugs--and discover where they live, what they eat, and how
they change and grow. Beautiful, colorful photos bring these incredible creatures up close with plenty of fun facts and
fascinating details about what makes each bug so special. Budding backyard bug-catchers will have their hands full with
this informative book. The Weird and Wonderful World of Bugs includes: Wild--From elusive earwigs to glorious
glowworms, explore the lives of popular backyard bugs and those that live in far-away places. Weird--Did you know that a
baby spider is called a spiderling? You'll discover even more fun facts about each cool bug. Wonderful--Explore how
bees make honey, why stink bugs smell, and the amazing insects that help pollinate our planet. Take a microscopic look
into the super cool and curious world of bugs with this fun guide.
Get the buzz on bugs in this Classic Board Book edition of Some Bugs by bestselling author Angela DiTerlizzi! Grab your
magnifying glass! Find your field guide! And come hop, hide, swim, and glide through this buggy backyard world!
Featuring butterflies and moths, crickets and cicadas, bumblebees and beetles, this zippy rhyming exploration of
backyard-bug behavior is sure to have young insect enthusiasts bugging out with excitement!
A group of beetles discover that a whole world lies outside of their own small civilization.
Meet famous explorers and adventurers in this exciting non-fiction storybook for children. Venture into steaming jungles
in search of lost temples, fight off frostbite in the Arctic, and blast off into space! Great explorers have one thing in
common - a desire to leap into the unknown, no matter how dangerous that might be. From Ferdinand Magellan's first
circumnavigation of the world 500 years ago to Barbara Hillary's treks to the North and South poles while in her
seventies, Explorersdocuments the trials and hardships of the men and women who rewrote our understanding of the
world, and showed us what humans are capable of. Explorerslooks at the towering achievements of more than 50
explorers in great detail, with incredible cross-sections revealing the amazing detail inside Spanish galleons, lost cities,
and spaceships. Hand-drawn maps reveal their intrepid journeys in great detail, and photographs highlight the artefacts
and relics they found along the way. The explorers come from all walks of life and parts of the world. Packed with jawdropping facts and written in language that will get the heart racing, Explorersis the perfect book for any budding young
adventurer, combining both beautiful illustrations by Jessamy Hawke and fantastic photography.
Explore prehistoric forests, swamps and woodland in First Explorers: Dinosaur World. Meet Velociraptors, Triceratops
and the fierce Tyrannosauris tex, as well as lots of other amazing creatures who lived in the ancient world.Each scene
has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms, animals to spot and fun facts about dinosaurs. Beautifully illustrated by
Chorkung, this title has gentle learning and is a magical introduction to dinosaurs.Also available: Night Animals, Sea
Creatures, In the Jungle
Crawl into the wonderful world of bugs--a fun photographic adventure. Take your child on an educational adventure
bursting with the kinds of colorful photographs you need in bug books for kids. The Backyard Bug Book for Kids has
everything you'd want in bug books for kids: a story, pictures, and activities combined. Introduce your little one to the
types of bugs they're likely to see during their day, then help them remember what they've learned with fun, on-the-page
challenges. Go beyond other bug books for kids with: Bugs galore--Learn cool facts about familiar insects: ladybugs,
grasshoppers, dragonflies, and more. Amazing pictures--See creepy crawlies up close with big and colorful photos.
Exciting activities--Continue the learning with all kinds of bug-themed activities. Give your child a bug's-eye view of the
world with this must-have title for anyone interested in bug books for kids.
FIRST EXPLORERS: With cool things to push, pull, and slide on the cover and every spread for interactive fun, this
chunky board book gives children their first enticing taste of nonfiction! When we go to sleep, these animals wake up!
Explore a meadow, farm, and garden at night and meet all kinds of nocturnal creatures, from the familiar housecat to
fireflies, foxes, owls, and bats. Learn more about each one--including how they hunt and why the darkness isn't a
problem for them. Kids can push, pull, and turn interactive features throughout the book.
Unfold the 6-foot timeline and join Agent Eagle on his mission to investigate the mysterious world of bugs!
"Butterflies, dragonflies, caterpillars, spiders - the world is full of amazing bugs. Find out which ones live in jungles,
deserts, swamps and gardens by adding 170 stickers to the pictures in this book." 16+4 sticker pages
A collection of unusual facts, games, puzzles, activities, and artwork centering around the world of insects.
Embark upon a voyage of discovery and learn about waves, wind, and water with this fun and informative exploration of
the ocean, 30 seconds at a time. With colorful artwork, readers will delight in the 30 fast and fascinating topics of life in
the depths of the sea. The 30 Seconds series takes readers on a journey of discovery through a wide range of
fascinating subjects. Each topic is presented with a quick 30-second soundbite, supported by flash summaries and fullcolor artwork. Fun, interactive missions with things to make or do support the topics, encouraging readers to test,
explore, and discover even more.
Explore the forest, a busy pond and the steamy jungle in First Explorers: Brilliant Bugs! Spot the spiders, butterflies and
stick insects, as well as lots of other amazing creepy crawlies who live all around us.Each scene has chunky push, pull
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and slide mechanisms perfect for little hands, animals to spot and fun facts about bugs. Beautifully illustrated by
Chorkung, this title provides gentle early learning and is a magical introduction to the natural world for small children.Also
available: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In the Jungle, Dinosaurs, Wild Animals
A novelty board book for preschoolers, introducing them to scientists who changed the world.
Explore rocky mountains, snowy forests and icy Antarctica in First Explorers: Snowy Animals. Meet polar bears, snow
leopards and penguins, as well as lots of other amazing animals who live in snowy habitats.Each scene has chunky
push, pull and slide mechanisms perfect for little hands, animals to spot and fun facts to learn. Beautifully illustrated by
Jenny Wren, this title provides gentle early learning and is a magical introduction to the natural world for small
children.Discover more in the First Explorers series: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In the Jungle, Dinosaurs, My Body,
Astronauts, Brilliant Bugs, Wild Animals, Things That Go
Three kids have everything they need to solve the decades-old mystery of Idlewood Manor, in this middle grade novel full
of real ciphers, puzzles, riddles, and codes that Kirkus Reviews calls "a worthy call to unravel a mystery.” Idlewood
Manor has been uninhabited for decades, until now . . . Math whiz Charlie won admission in a puzzle contest—and he’s
intrigued by the strange numbers he finds on Idlewood’s walls. His restless sister Anna had to be dragged to the
house—but then she discovers its hidden floor. Emily’s parents brought her to the mansion on a secret mission—and
she’s determined to prove herself to them. All three kids soon unlock clues to Idlewood’s mysterious past and the
famous female explorer who’s connected to it—and the secret treasure she left behind. But the adults around them are
also hunting for the treasure. Charlie, Anna, and Emily will have to overcome their differences and work as a team to
solve Idlewood’s puzzles before it’s too late, in Allison K. Hymas's The Explorer's Code. An Imprint Book
Discover peacocks in the park, parrots in the rainforest and cockatoos in the Australian bush in First Explorers: Beautiful Birds.
Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms perfect for little hands. Spot lots of amazing birds from around the world
and read the fun facts. Beautifully illustrated by Chorkung, this title provides gentle early learning and is a magical introduction to
science topics for small children. Discover more in the First Explorers series: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In the Jungle,
Dinosaurs, Wild Animals, Brilliant Bugs, Snowy Animals, Things That Go, Machines
Dive into busy rockpools, beautiful coral reefs, icy oceans, and the deep, dark sea in First Explorers: Sea Creatures. Meet turtles,
jellyfish and penguins and lots of other amazing creatures who live under the sea.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide
mechanisms, animals to spot and fun facts about sea creatures. Beautifully illustrated by Chorkung, this title has gentle learning
and is a magical introduction to the natural world.Also available: Night Animals
A novelty board book for toddlers about the first Moon Landing in 1969, with push, pull and turning mechanisms.
A boy and girl find and count 100 different bugs in their backyard in increments of ten.
Discover machines on the building site, at home and in the playground in First Explorers: Machines. Each scene has chunky push,
pull and slide mechanisms perfect for little hands. Spot diggers, tractors and cranes, as well as lots of other machines at work, and
read the fun facts. Beautifully illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title provides gentle early learning and is a simple introduction to
science topics for small children. Discover more in the First Explorers series: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, In the Jungle,
Dinosaurs, Wild Animals, Brilliant Bugs, Snowy Animals, Things That Go, Beautiful Birds.
Who is busy in the hive' What is flying around the pond' Who is hiding in the trees' Lift the flaps to peek into a honeycomb, count
the beetles, or look for bugs underground. With bright illustrations, this is a lovely first introduction to insects. Bloomsbury's Lift and
Look board books are packed full of large cut-out flaps, specially designed for little hands. They also feature bright and beautiful
illustrations and fun, engaging text, which children will adore. Available in a range of young children's favourite topics, including
Flowers and Plants, Garden, School, Dinosaurs and Space.
It's that special time of evening, when the hours and the possibilities seem endless: Light is fading. A buzz of excitement and
wonder takes over the neighborhood....What outdoor adventures await? Join a diverse group of suburban kids as they dash and
dodge in classic street games like tag and kick-the-can and reconnect with nature's simple pleasures catching frogs, hunting
fireflies, and climbing trees. These explorers play, laugh, and make the most of their own front yards right up until their parents call
out that "It's time to come home!" But when the sun begins to set tomorrow, they'll be back for more evening excitement! This ode
to the timeless magic of summer evenings spent outside will remind kids of the fun and friends that wait just outside their doors
and leave adults smiling with nostalgia for their own dusk explorations.
There are lots of bugs to match in this entertaining card game for young children. There are 52 snap cards (13 matching sets of 4),
with labelled pictures. Simple instructions for Snap and alternative card games are included and all games can be played with
fewer cards to make it easier for younger players to join in.
Spot beetles scurrying across desert dunes, butterflies flitting thorugh the jungle and caterpillars munching on cabbage leaves,
then discover amazing facts about bugs and their habitats. This fascinating puzzle book is crawling with bugs to find, count and
talk about. Also includes index, a world map, amazing facts and habitat spread. Part of a bestselling series of picture puzzle
books. Helps readers and pre-readers learn to count, match and identify. Includes an information section with facts about sea
creatures, habitats and food webs.
Every fall, insects disappear. And every spring, they return. Where do they go? The author and illustrator re-create the insects'
movements and reveal their secrets.
"Meet bees, butterflies, and wiggly worms! With scenes to push and pull, creepy crawlies to spot, and fun facts, First Explorers is a
magical introduction to the natural world."--Page 4 of cover.
Enter the world of bugs and butterflies in this visually stimulating flap book. Follow a caterpillar as it hatches out of an egg,
discover what makes butterflies' wings shine, and look inside a bee hive and other incredible bug homes. A fantastic source of
information for children interested in the world of bugs. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
"Take a trip to the International Space Station! With scenes to push and pull, lots to spot, and fun facts, First Explorers is a
wonderful introduction to simple science topics."--Page 4 of cover.
Dive into the world of The Secret Explorers and learn about ocean life in this action-included first installment in a brand-new fiction
series. Meet The Secret Explorers! This group of brilliant kids comes together from all four corners of the globe to fix problems,
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solve mysteries, and gather knowledge all over the planet - and beyond. Whenever their help is needed, a special sign will appear
on a door. They step through to the Exploration Station and receive their mission... In The Lost Whales, marine life expert Connor
needs to use his underwater expertise to help save a pod of humpback whales that have lost their way. Along with space expert
Roshni, he sets out in a submarine to search for a way to steer the whales back on track, but encounters unexpected problems
along the way, including lost baby whales and a fleet of boats. Will The Secret Explorers manage to succeed in their mission?
Packed with fun illustrations and facts about humpback whales, marine life, and how climate change is affecting the oceans, this
thrilling adventure is perfect for emerging readers. The action-packed narrative keeps kids engaged and makes learning about the
natural world fun.
Explores the types of bugs that can be found in everyday life, including ladybugs, spiders, grasshoppers, and crickets, and
presents facts on each.--]cSource other thant the Library of Congress.
A novelty board book with flip-flap pages for pre-schoolers packed with dinosaurs and early learning activities.

A first novelty board book for young children about wild animals, with push, pull and turning mechanisms.Explore
grasslands, the dry desert and a busy watering hole in First Explorers: Wild Animals. Meet giraffes, hippos and lions, as
well as lots of other amazing animals who live in the wild.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide mechanisms
perfect for little hands, animals to spot and fun facts about wild animals. Beautifully illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title
provides gentle early learning and is a magical introduction to the natural world for small children.
Travel back in time and discover facts you never knew about dinosaurs and prehistoric life in this fourth installment of
The Secret Explorers. This group of brilliant kids comes together from all four corners of the globe to fix problems, solve
mysteries, and gather knowledge all over the planet - and beyond. Whenever their help is needed, a special sign will
appear on a door. They step through to the Exploration Station and receive their mission... In The Secret Explorers and
the Jurassic Rescue, dinosaur expert Tamiko and geology expert Cheng travels back to the age of the dinosaurs in an
effort to rescue a dinosaur egg from destruction. However, to save the egg, the Secret Explorers first have to use all their
courage and skills to outsmart a fierce Allosaurus, rescue a baby Stegosaurus, and find a way to attract an
Archaeopteryx. Tamiko and Cheng soon find that to succeed, they need to come up with some unusual
solutions...Packed with fun illustrations and facts about dinosaurs, fossils, and why modern birds are dinosaurs, this
thrilling adventure is perfect for young readers. Also available as an audiobook, narrated by actor Alfred Enoch.
Come on a bug hunt in this little flap book. Peep under leaves and into hives to see where all kinds of bugs live, and find
out how some build their own homes. A new book in the delightful, popular series written by Anna Milbourne introducing
young children to the natural world around them. The simple, clear information about bug homes has been engagingly
written especially for young children. The sturdy flaps and holes to peep through encourage curiosity in the young
children. Charming, bright illustrations by Simona Dimitri brings the bugs' world to life in an approachable way.
A first nature book about insects and spiders for children, this is the perfect companion for young minds eager to learn
about the world of bugs. Children are encouraged to investigate and record all the creepy crawlies they find, and get
hands-on with the fun activities, from making your own bug hotel to collect insects in to building an ant farm. With a mix of
fantastic photographs and beautiful illustrations, Nature Explorers: Insects and Spiders takes you through everything you
need to know about these minibeasts. Learn what termites build their nests from, how an earwig looks after her eggs,
and why wasps have black and yellow stripes. About the series: The Nature Explorers series is a fantastic first set of
books on the great outdoors for children aged 6 to 8. From birds, to weather, to the seashore, and more, the key topics of
each subject are explained with plenty of fun activities to do along the way, encouraging kids to investigate and record
everything they see. Fully updated with a contemporary design, DK's Nature Explorers series is perfect for kids who are
curious about the world outside and want to discover nature
Explore crowded canopies, towering treetops and the dense forest floor in First Explorers: In the Jungle. Meet tigers,
monkeys, leopards and lots of other amazing creatures who live in the jungle.Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide
mechanisms, animals to spot and fun facts about jungle animals. Beautifully illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title has
gentle learning and is a magical introduction to the natural world.Also available: Night Animals, Sea Creatures, Dinosaur
World
The #1 New York Times bestseller from the author of Killers of the Flower Moon In 1925, the legendary British explorer
Percy Fawcett ventured into the Amazon jungle, in search of a fabled civilization. He never returned. Over the years
countless perished trying to find evidence of his party and the place he called “The Lost City of Z.” In this masterpiece of
narrative nonfiction, journalist David Grann interweaves the spellbinding stories of Fawcett’s quest for “Z” and his own
journey into the deadly jungle, as he unravels the greatest exploration mystery of the twentieth century.
From Boston Globe–Horn Book Award winner Katherine Rundell comes an exciting new novel about a group of kids who
must survive in the Amazon after their plane crashes. Fred, Con, Lila, and Max are on their way back to England from
Manaus when the plane they’re on crashes and the pilot dies upon landing. For days they survive alone, until Fred finds
a map that leads them to a ruined city, and to a secret.
Enter the kingdom of bugs and their close relatives for a magical journey through the forest floor, down into the deepest
caves, and even across the open ocean... Insects, arachnids, worms, and mollusks are crawling across the pages of this
colorful bug book, which combines gorgeous illustrations and photos to help young animal enthusiasts spot and learn all
the main bug groups. From dancing bees to cartwheeling spiders, from butterfly athletes to the beetles that eat poo,
they'll learn all about the incredible secret world of creepy-crawlies. And they'll find out how bugs help to look after our
planet too. The Book of Brilliant Bugs, written by insect expert Jess French and illustrated by Claire McElfatrick, takes
children on a fascinating journey of exploration, showing them just how amazing creepy-crawlies are, what they do for
our planet, and how we can help them. It includes bug relatives such as slimy slugs, web-spinning spiders, and scuttling
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centipedes, plus amazing facts on how bugs pass on messages, compete for food, seek true love, and fill the air with
buzzing wings.
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